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EVOLUTION GENERATED BY SEMILINEAR

DISSIPATIVE PLUS COMPACT OPERATORS

BY

ERIC SCHECHTER1

Abstract. Existence results and sharp continuous dependence results are given for

an evolution equation in an arbitrary Banach space. The right-hand side of the

equation consists of a linear dissipative term plus a continuous dissipative term plus

a compact term.

1. Introduction. In this paper we consider problems of the form

(1.1) «'(i) = !>("('))+/(')

and

(1.2) u'(t) = D(u(t)) + C(t,u(t)).

Here D is a semilinear (i.e., continuous plus linear) «i-dissipative operator in a

Banach space; / takes values in a compact set; and C is a compact operator. Many

partial differential equations can be written in the form u'(t) = D(u(t)); see [4,13]

for examples. The compact perturbation in ( 1.2) enables us to consider differential-

integral equations; see [13] for examples of integral operators in evolution equations.

After some preliminary definitions and lemmas, in §4 we consider the dependence

of u on /in (1.1). It is well known that if D is m-dissipative and «(0) G cl(Dom(Z)))

is fixed, then the mapping /i-» u determined by (1.1) is a nonexpansive mapping

from £'([0, T], X) into ß([0, T], X). (This result is reviewed in Proposition 1 in §2.)

In §4 we obtain a continuous dependence result which is sharper in some respects.

The mapping / h» m is continuous from a topology substantially weaker than that of

£'([0, T], X), into (2([0, T], X), provided that D is semilinear and the functions /

being considered all have ranges contained in some fixed compact subset of X. The

proof is a variant of techniques in [16]. We also give a converse, which shows that

the topology cannot be weakened further; and an example, which shows that the

compactness assumption cannot be omitted.

The retopologized space £'([0, T], X), having a weaker topology, has more

compact subsets. Thus it is more amenable to compactness arguments, such as the

Schauder-Tychonoff Fixed Point Theorem. In §5 we apply that theorem, together
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with our continuous dependence results, to prove existence of solutions to (1.2). This

result extends in part the results in [17 and 19].

The argument in §3 of this paper uses the continuity of the nonlinear part of D.

We remark that this continuity hypothesis can be weakened slightly. For instance, if

D is a partial differential operator (not necessarily linear) with fairly smooth

coefficients, then D may be "»»-continuous" in the sense of [18]. In such cases, D

behaves much like a continuous operator. Hence the methods of the present paper

are applicable, although in a much more complicated form.

The argument in §3 also requires that D be densely defined in X. An example in

§4 shows that our continuous dependence result may fail if D is linear and

«/-dissipative but not densely defined. For such operators, or for operators which are

not semilinear and do not satisfy a /'-continuity condition, it is not yet known

whether an existence theorem analogous to that in §5 can be obtained by some other

method. Thus the following question is still open: Let D be an arbitrary «/-dissipa-

tive operator in X, and let C be compact. Does (1.2) necessarily have a solution? This

certainly is plausible, since each of the two simpler equations

(1.3) u'(t) = D(u(t))+f(t),

(1.4) u'(t) = C(t,u(t))+f(t)

has a solution. But the existence theory for (1.3) is based on very delicate metric

estimates [7,8], whereas the theory for (1.4) is topological and largely nonmetric.

There is still a gap between these two theories.

The author is grateful to Bob Martin and Glenn Webb for their advice and

encouragement.

2. Preliminaries. Most of the results in this section can be found in Barbu [3] or

Goldstein [12]; we shall follow the notations of those sources. Many of these results

can also be found in [5,6,7,9,13], with various notations.

Throughout this paper we assume (AMI ||) is a Banach space. Define ( ,   )+ :

X X X -> R by

(x, y)+ = lim (||je + Ml - ||xID/A = inf (\\x + Xy\\ - \\x\\)/X;
A|0 A>0

the last equality follows from the fact that IU + Xy II is a convex function of X. Note

that | (x, y)+ |< 11^ II; and that ( , >+ is jointly upper semicontinuous since it is

the infimum of a family of continuous functions.

Let Dom, Ran, cl, dist denote domain, range, closure, and distance, respectively.

Let A be a mapping from some set Dom(^4) Ç X into X. A is dissipative (equiva-

lently, -A is accretive) if (xx — x2, -A(xx) + A(x2))+ > 0 for all xx, x2 in Dom(A).

Equivalently, A is dissipative if for each X > 0, I — XA is injective and its inverse is

Lipschitz with ||(Z — XA)~X ||Li < 1. Other equivalent definitions can also be found

in the literature; see especially [3,6,12,13]. We remark that most of the references

consider multivalued operators A; but such greater generality is not useful in the

present paper. Also, many of the references consider the more general case of

operators A such that A — ul is dissipative for some constant to; but for simplicity

we shall take co = 0.
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A is m-dissipative if it is dissipative and Ran(Z — XA) = X for some X > 0. It then

follows [3, Proposition II.3.3] that Ran(Z - XA) = X for every X > 0.

For any interval J C R, let £'(/, X) and Q(J, X) be the Banach spaces of

integrable functions and bounded continuous functions from J into X, respectively,

with their usual norms || II, and II IIw. Let £/„.(/?, X) be the vector space of locally

integrable functions, i.e., functions integrable on bounded intervals in R. ^(R, X)

is usually topologized as a Fréchet space, with/,, -» fx in ^oc(R, X) if

f"/»(')-/„(OH <Ä-0    for all a, b.
"a

We consider the quasiautonomous differential equation

(2.1) u'(t)=A(u(t))+f(t)       (tEJ)

for A m-dissipative and / G tx(J, X). An integral solution of (2.1) is a continuous

function u: J ^> d(D(A)) such that

(2.2) ||«(r) — jc|| - ||«(r) -*|| < f'(u(s) - x, f(s) +A(x))+ds
Jr

whenever r < t in J and x E DonuM). We emphasize that u is not necessarily

differentiable; equation (2.1) is used as a symbolic shorthand for (2.2). The notion of

integral solutions extends more classical notions of differentiable solutions; see

[5,6,11,12] for examples of the usefulness of this extension.

We now briefly review some properties of «/-dissipative operators and integral

solutions which will be needed later in this paper.

Proposition 1. Let A be an m-dissipative operator in X. Then for each x E

d(Dom(A)), /G Ei'oTZ?, X) and a G R, there exists an integral solution of u'(t) =

A(u(t)) + f(t) (t > a), u(a) = x. The solution u(t) is uniquely determined by t, f, a, x;

the mapping u(t) = u(t, f, a, x) is jointly continuous from {(/, /, a, x) G R X

£,'oc(Ä, X)X RX X: t > a; x G cl(Dom(^))} into X. For fixed a, we have the

following estimate: if ux and u2 are the integral solutions corresponding to data (xx, /,)

and (x2, f2), then

(2.3) Mí)-«2Í0H <llx, -X2II + f'(ux(s) - u2(s), fx(s) - f2(s))+ ds
Ja

« II x, -xa||+ f'\\fx(s) -f2(s)\\ds,   for all t» a.

Proof. Most of the above result, including (2.3), can be found in [5,6,7,12]. To

prove joint continuity, note that u(tx — h, f, a, x) = u(tx, g, a + h, x) where g(s)

= f(s - «). Let r, > a + « and t 3= a. By (2.3),

II«(/*,,/,, a + h,xx) - u(t, f,a,x)\\ < ||«(<*,, fx, a + h,xx) - u(tx, g,a + h, x)\\

+ \\u(tx - h, f,a,x) - u(t, f,a,x)\\

<||x,-jell + f'   [II fx(s) - f(s)\\ + \\ f(s) - f(s - h)\\] ds
Ja + h

+ \\u(tx - h, f, a, x) - u(t, f, a, x)\\

which tends to 0 when tx -» t, /, -*f,h-* 0, and xx -» x.
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Remark. Our main resuit, in §4 of this paper, is in some respects a sharpening of

(2.3); see Remark 2 in §4.

Proposition 2. Let A be an m-dissipative operator in X. Let B: X -> X be

continuous, everywhere defined, and dissipative. Then:

(i) B is totally dissipative. That is, (xx — x2, B(xx) — B(x2))+ < 0 for all xx, x2

EX.

(ii) B is m-dissipative.

(iii) A + B is m-dissipative (with Dom(^4 + B) = Dom^)).

(iv) Let u0 E cl(Dom(,4)) and f G £'([0, T], X). Then there exist g G £'([0, T], X)

and u G ß([0, T], X) such that g(t) = B(u(t)) + f(t) and u is an integral solution of

u'(t) = A(u(t)) + g(t) (0 « t < T), «(0) = u0.

(v) Suppose u0, /, g, u satisfy the hypotheses and conclusions of part (iv), above.

Then u is the integral solution ofu'(t) - (A + B)(u(t)) + f(t) (0 < t < T), «(0) = u0.

Proof. Part (i) follows from Proposition 1.1.1 and Lemma III.3.2 in [3]. For later

reference we note that (i) implies

(2.4) (u - x, B(u) + u>+ =£ (u - x, B(u) - B(x))+ +(u - x, B(x) + v) +

< (u - x, B(x) + v) +

for any u,v,xE X.

Part (ii) is a special case of (iii), since we can take A = 0. Part (iii) can be found in

[14] (see Remarque (2°)), or in [2].

We shall prove part (v) before part (iv). Suppose u0, f, g, u satisfy the hypotheses

and the conclusions of part (iv). Then for any x G DonuM) and 0 < r < t < T,

\\u(t) -x\\- \\u(r) - x|| < f'(u(s) - x, g(s) + A(x))+ ds
J r

= f'(u(s) - x, B(u(s)) +f(s) + A(x))+ ds
J r

=s f'(u(s) - x, B(x) +f(s) +A(x))+ ds;

the last inequality follows from (2.4). This proves part (v).

For (iv), let any u0 E cl(Dom(^4)) and / G £'([0, T], X) be given. Choose some

sequence of continuous functions/, which converge in £'([0, T], X) to/. Passing to a

subsequence, we may assume that/(i) -» f(t) for almost all t, and that the sequence

{/„} is dominated by a single function in £'([0, T], R).

For each «, the function B„(t, x) = B(x) + f„(t) is jointly continuous, and totally

dissipative in x. By Theorem III of [14], there exist functions g„, u„ G 6([0, T], X)

such that g„(t) — B„(t, u„(t)) = B(u„(t)) + f„(t) and u„ is an integral solution of

u'„(t) = A(u„(t)) + g„(t) (0 < t < T), M„(0) = u0. That is,

(2.5) ||«„(0 - xll - \\u„(r) - x\\ < f'(u„(s) - x, g„(s) + A(x))+ ds
Jr

whenever x G Y)om(A) and 0 < r < t < T. By part (v) above, u„ is an integral

solution of u'„(t) = (A+ B)(u„(t)) + f„(t) (0 « / < T), «„(0) = u0.
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By Proposition 1 above, \\um — u„\\x < ||/m — f„\\x. Hence the functions un

converge uniformly on [0, T] to some u G ß([0, T], X); hence B(«„(•)) -* B(u(-))

uniformly also. Then g„(t) -» g(t) = B(u(t)) + f(t), for almost all t; and the conver-

gence is dominated by some function « G £'([0, T], R). For fixed s,

lim sup (u„(s) - x, g„(s) +A(x))+*z(u(s)-x,g(s) + A(x)) + ,
n-» oo

since ( ,  ) + is upper semicontinuous. Also

| («„(i) - x, g„(s) + A(x))+\< \\g„(s) + A(x)\\ < h(s) + \\A(x)\\.

Take limits in (2.5); using the dominated version of Fatou's lemma, we obtain

II«(0 — Jell — ||«(r) - jell < f'(u(s) - x, g(s) + A(x))+ ds.
Jr

This completes the proof of Proposition 2.

We shall also need some properties of the autonomous differential equation

(2.6) «'(0=^(«(0)        (*>0).
Assume A is m-dissipative. It follows from Proposition 1 (with / = 0) that the

integral solutions of (2.6) are given by u(t) — #(/, w(0)), for some jointly continuous

function <f> = <¡>A: [0, oo) X cl(Dom(^l)) -» cl(Dom(v4)). This function <j> also satisfies

the semigroup properties: 0(0, x) = x, (¡>(t, (¡>(s, x)) = <¡>(t + s, x) for all x E

d(Dom(A)) and t, s > 0; and the contraction property: \\<f>(t, x) — <¡>(t, y)\\ < ||x —

y || for all x, y G cl(Dom(^4)) and t > 0. We often write 4>(t, x) = e'Ax = exp(/7l)x,

because<¡>(t, x) = lim„^0O(I — tA/n)~"x [3,8].

For the purposes of this paper, our main interest in exp(k4) is for A linear and

densely defined. For such A, exp(M) is linear, and ||exp(/Vl)x|| < ||x||.

Proposition 3. Let A be a linear, m-dissipative operator in X, with Dom(^4) dense

in X. Let g E £'([0, T], X) and u0 E X. Then the integral solution ofu'(t) = A(u(t))

+ g(t) (0 < t < T), u(0) = u0, is given by

(2.7) u(t) = exp(tA)u0 + f'e\p((t - s)A)g(s) ds       (0 < / < T).
'0

Proof. If g is continuously differentiable and u0 E Dom(^), then [3, Proposition

1.3.2] the function u defined by (2.7) is continuously differentiable, and satisfies the

differential equation u'(t) = A(u(t)) + g(t) (0 < t < T). It then follows easily that

u is also an integral solution of this differential equation. For general g G

£'([0, T], A') and u0 E cl(Dom(.4)), take limits using (2.3); we omit the details.

Corollary. Let A be a linear, densely defined, m-dissipative operator in X. Let B:

X ^ X be continuous, everywhere defined, and dissipative. Let /G ^(R, X), a E

R, x G X. Then the following three conditions are equivalent, and there is a unique

function u satisfying them:

(i) u is the integral solution ofu'(t) = (A + B)(u(t)) + f(t) (t > a), u(a) = x.

(ii) u is the integral solution of u'(t) = A(u(ty) + g(t) (t > a), u(a) = x, for some

function g E ^(R, X); andg(t) = B(u(t)) + f(t).
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(iii) u is a continuous map from [a, oo) into X, and

(2.8)       «(0 = exp((í - a)A)x + í'exp((t - s)A)[B(u(s)) + f(s)] ds
Ja

for all t > a.

The remainder of this paper is concerned with the function u(t) described in the

corollary above. We shall hold the operators A and B fixed, and consider the

dependence of u on varying t, f, a, x. We write u(t) = u(t, f, a, x) to display this

dependence.

3. Technical lemma. For notation see the end of the previous section.

Lemma. Let A be a linear, densely defined, m-dissipative operator in X. Let B:

X -> X be continuous, everywhere defined, and dissipative. Let K be a compact subset

of X, and let e > 0. Then there exists 8 = 8(e, K) > 0 with the following properties:

Suppose 0 < « *s 8, a E R, x E K, and f, g E ^(R, X) with Ran(/) U Ran(g)

Ç K. Then

(3.1) ||u(a + A,/,a,x)-x||<e,

and

(3.2) u(a + h, f, a, x) - u(a + h, g, a, x) - f    [f(s) - g(s)] ds
a

<he.

Proof. Let a = max{||x||: x G K}. Since B is continuous and Kis compact,

ß = sup{ || B(y)\\ :yEX; dist( y, K) < p}

is finite for p > 0 sufficiently small. Fix any such p and ß. Let

Y,(«) = sup(||5(x) - B(y)\\:x E K, y G X, \\x - y \\ < h),

y2(h) = max(||exp(/'yl)x - x||: x G K, t E [0, «]}.

Then yx(h) and y2(h) decrease to 0 when h J,0 since K is compact, B is continuous,

and (t, x) h-» exp(L4)x is jointly continuous.

Note that y2(h) + (ß + a)h < p for all « > 0 sufficiently small. We claim that

(3.3) \\u(a + h,f,a,x) - x\\ <y2(«) + (ß + a)h

whenever y2(h) + (ß + a)h < p,

for x G A: and Ran(/) ç K. To see this, for brevity let u(t) - u(t, f, a, x). Since

u(a) = x and u is continuous, \\u(t) — x|| < p for all t in some interval [a, T).

Choose T as large as possible; it may be oo. Note that if T < oo then || u(T) — x\\ =

P-

By (2.8), if / G [a, oo) and / « T, then

(3.4) ||«(0-x||<||exp((i-a)^)x-x|| + ['{\\B(u(s))\\ + ||/(í)||}ífc

^y2(t-a) + (ß + a)(t-a).
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In particular, if T < oo, (3.4) yields

p = ||ií(r) - x|| <y2(T- a) + (ß + a)(T~ a).

The right side of (3.4) is a nondecreasing function of t. Hence y2(h) + (ß + a)h < p

implies a + h < T, whether T is finite or not. This proves (3.3).

Choose some X > 0 small enough so that yx(X) < e/4. Then choose some 8 > 0

small enough so that y2(^) + (ß + a)^ < min{£/4, p, X}. We shall show that this

choice of 8 satisfies the requirements of the lemma. Inequality (3.1) follows from

(3.3); it suffices to verify (3.2).

For brevity let /, =/ and f2 = g. For ; = 1,2, let Uj(t) = u(t, a, f¡, x). For

a<s<a + h^a + 8, by (3.3) we have || Uj(s) — x II < A; hence

\\B(uJ(s))-B(x)\\<yx(\)<e/4;

hence \\B(ux(s)) - B(u2(s))\\ < e/2. Also ||exp((a + « - s)A)fj(s) - f/s)\\ «

y2(«)<e/4.By(2.8),

ux(a + h) - u2(a + h) - ¡U+h[Ms) -f2(s)] ds

<fa+H\\B(ux(s))-B(u2(s))\\ds
Ja

+ 2  r+"llexp((fl + « - s)A)fj(s) - fj(s)\\ds
j=lJo

which is less than eh. This completes the proof of the lemma.

4. Continuous dependence. For notation see the end of §2.

Theorem 1. Let A be a linear, densely defined, m-dissipative operator in X. Let B:

X -» X be continuous, everywhere defined, and dissipative.

Let L be a compact subset of X. Let {f„} be a sequence (or more generally, a net) of

functions in ^^(R, X) with Ran(/„) C L; and let fx be another such function.

Then the following two conditions are equivalent:

(4.1) limu(t, f„, a, x) = u(t, fœ, a, x)   for every x E X, a E R, and t > a.
n

(4.2) lim fhf„(t) dt = fbfjt) dt   for every b E R.
n    •/0 •'0

Moreover, if (4.1) and (4.2) hold, then the convergence in (4.1) is uniform for

(t, a, x) in compact subsets of R X R X X; and the convergence in (4.2) is uniform for

bounded b.

Remarks. 1. For most applications, the implication (4.2) => (4.1) is the useful part

of Theorem 1. Generally the functions /„ are more directly accessible than the

solutions «(■,/„,-,•); a condition like (4.2) can often be verified directly. The

converse implication (4.1) => (4.2) is of interest mainly because it tells us that the

useful part cannot be improved.

2. Note that if /0fc|| f„(t) -/JOll dt -> 0 for each b, then u(t, f„, a, x) -*

u(t, /-, a, x) by (2.3). But (4.2) only requires that II /„*[/„( t) - fjt)] dt\\ - 0. This

is a much weaker assumption, especially if the functions /, and fx oscillate much.
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Theorem 1 says, roughly, that «(•, fx, a, x) depends only on the average behavior of

/oo over tmie intervals of positive length, and not on the instantaneous values fx(t) at

particular times /. Similar convergence criteria in other contexts can be found in

[1,15,20], and in papers cited therein.

3. If A — 0, we can replace the compactness assumption with a boundedness

assumption; see Proposition 6.5 of [16] for a more general result. For A ¥= 0 and

B = 0, the following example shows that the compactness assumption cannot be

dropped.

Let 1 *£p < oo, and let X= tp([-iT, it], R). Elements of X will be viewed as

functions x(t) defined for all t G R, periodic in t with period 2ir. Let A = 3/3t,

with periodic boundary conditions. That is: (Ax)(r) = x'(t), with Dom(A) = {x: x

is absolutely continuous on [-it, tt], x(-tt) = x(tr), and x' G A"}. Then A is linear,

densely-defined, and «/-dissipative. We have [cxp(tA)x](r) = x(t + t) for all x G X

and t > 0.

For each positive integer «, define a continuous function/,: R -» X by /„(0(T) =

sin(«z + «t). Then UnRan(/„) is relatively compact in the weak topology of X, but

not in the norm topology. Let/^ = 0; the reader can easily verify condition (4.2).

The differential equation u'„(t) = A(u„(t)) + fn(t) may be rewritten

3m„(/,t) _ du„(t,r)   ,    .  .
--- = -r-h Sin(«í + «t).

dt 3t v '

For initial value «„(0, t) = 0, the solution is u„(t, t) = ísin(«í + m). That is,

u(t, /,,0,0) = tf„(t). This does not converge in the norm topology of X when

« -* oo ; so (4.1 ) does not hold.

4. We cannot omit the hypothesis that A is densely defined. For a simple

example, let X be the complex Banach space /°°. Let A(xx, x2, x3,...) =

(ixx,2ix2,3ix2,...), with Dom(A) = {x G /°°: sup^ & | x^ | < oo}. Then Dom(yf) =

c0 = {sequences converging to 0}, so Dom(A) is not dense in X.

An easy computation shows that A is «/-dissipative. Hence A generates a semi-

group exp(tA) on Dom(A). The variation of parameters formula (2.7) is not

generally applicable, since the range of g need not lie in Dom(A). But an analogous

formula holds separately in each component. The solution of u'(t) = Au(t) + g(t)

has components uk(t) = eik'uk(0) + ¡¿eiku~s)gk(s) ds (k = 1,2,3,...).

Now take B, a, x, fx all equal to 0, and/„(i) = (e"", e'"', e'"',...). Then an easy

computation shows that (4.2) holds but (4.1) does not.

Proof of the theorem. Note that (4.2) is equivalent to

(4.3) lim  (hf„(t) dt = (7oo(0 dt   for all a,bER with a < b.
«     *a •'a

This formulation is more convenient for the proof.

First we show that (4.1) implies (4.3). Let any e > 0 and a, b E R be given, with

a < b. Define 8 = 8(e, L) > 0 as in the lemma in §3. Form a partition: a = a0 < ax

< a2< ■ • • < am — b, where ay — a7_, < 8 for each /". Since m is finite, it follows

from (3.2) and (4.1) with any x G L that

fJ[Ms)-Us)]ds <(aj-aj_x)e       ( j = 1,2,3,... ,m)
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for all « sufficiently large. Sum over j; thus || //[/„(s) — fK(s)] ds II < (b — a)e. Let

e 1,0; this proves (4.3).

Next assume (4.3) holds; we shall show that the convergence in (4.3) is uniform

for all a, b contained in a fixed compact interval [p, q]. Let any e > 0 be given. Let

a — max{||_vll:_y G L). Choose a partition: p = p0<px<p2< • • • < pm = q, with

( pj — pj_, )a < e for each/ Since m is finite, it follows from (4.3) that

max
0</</</n

/"[/.<*)-/,(*)]*
<e

for all « sufficiently large. Consider any such «, and any interval [a, b] C [p, q].

Choose/', j so that/>,_, < a<p¡, pj_x <b<pp and / <j. Then

/ [Ms) -fjs)] ds\U\\( '[/.(-) -/-(*)] *
Il   a II      II   Pi

+ (P'{WMs)U + Wfjs)\\}ds+ iP'{\\f„(s)\\ + \\fjs)\\}ds
Ja Jb

which is less than 5e. Let e|0; this proves (4.3) holds uniformly for a, b in compact

sets.

Finally, assume (4.3) holds uniformly for a, b in compact sets. It suffices to show

that (4.1) holds uniformly for p < a < t < q and x G M, where [p, q] C R and

M C X are given compact sets. Let any e > 0 be given.

Since u(t, fx, a, x) depends continuously on (t, a, x), the set Mx = {u(t, fK, a, x):

p^a<t<q,xE M) is compact. Choose 8 — 8(e, L U Mx) > 0 as in the lemma

in §3. Fix some integer m > (q — p)/8. By assumption, for all « sufficiently large

(4.4) max     \( [f„(s) -fjs)] ds
7<a*íb -q II "a

e
< —

m

Now let any t, a, x be given, with p < a < t < q and x G M. Since m8 > q — p >

t — a, we can form a partition: a = a0< ax < a2< ■ ■ ■ < am = t with a, — a_,

< 8 for each/ For eachy let Xj = w(o,, /„, a, x); then x, G M,. By (2.3), (3.2), and

(4.4),

H*/+l -*(«/+l./»'.«.*)H * U*/+i -»(fl7+|./n.fl7>*/)H

+ ll«(ay+,,/B,ay,xy) - u(aJ+x,f„,a,x)\\

= H«(«7+i. /«,. 07. *y) - «(«7+1. /»> öy, *y)H

+   H "(«7+1./». «y- X.y)  - "(ûy+l. /»> «7- «(<»/. /«. A- X))ll

r+'[/B(*)-/co(0]^  +(«7+l-a>

+ ||xy - u(öy,/,,a,x)||

=s z/m +(aJ+x - Oj)e + \\xj - w(ay, /„, a, x)\\.

Summing over / we obtain   ||w(/, fx, a, x) — u(t, f„, a, x)\\ *z (\ + q — p)e.  Let

ejO; this completes the proof.
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Notation. For any compact interval [p,q] ER, let j([p,q], X) be the vector

space £x([p, q], X) retopologized in either of the following ways. (We present two

alternatives, since it is not yet clear which method will yield better generalizations in

later research.) (i) f([p, q], X) is a locally convex topological vector space, with a

base of neighborhoods of 0 consisting of sets of the form

/: />)
dt <£,(/'= 1,2,...,«)

for finite sets {ax, a2,... ,a„), {bx, b2,.. .,b„) C [p, q] and {e,, e2,.. .,£„} C (0, oo).

Then j([p, q], X) is Hausdorff; see [17]. Alternatively, (ii) /([/?, q], X) is a normed

vector space, with norm |||/|||= maxps:aS:heiq || fff(t) dt\\.

For any compact set LEX, let f([p, q], L) = {/ G f([p, q], X): Ran(/) ç L}.

By Theorem 1, topologies (i) and (ii) agree on f([p, q], L); and the mapping

/ -» u(-, f, p, x) is continuous from j([p,q],L) into &([p, q], L) for any fixed

x G X If L is convex, then f([p, q], L) is obviously convex; it is also compact, by

Lemma 2 of [17]. Combining these observations with (2.3), we obtain

Corollary. Let A, B be as above. Let K, L be compact subsets of X, with L

convex. Let 0 < T < oo. Then {u(t, /,0, x): t G [0, T], / G £'([0, T], X), Ran(/) Ç

L, x E K) is compact.

5. An existence theorem.

Theorem 2. Let A be a linear, densely-defined, m-dissipative operator in X. Let B:

X -> X be continuous and dissipative. Let C: [0, oo) X X -> X be compact; i.e., assume

C is jointly continuous and maps bounded sets to relatively compact sets. Let x E X.

Then for some T = T(x) > 0 there exists a solution of u'(t) = (A + B)(u(t))

+ C(t, u(t)) (0 *£ / < T); u(0) — x. That is, u is an integral solution of u'(t) =

(A + B)(u(t)) +f(t)on[0, T), with u(Q) = x and f(t) = C(t,u(t)).

Moreover, suppose T is chosen maximally; i.e., the solution u cannot be continued

further. If T < oo then {u(t): 0 < / < 7} is unbounded and {C(t, u(t)): 0 < / < T) is

not relatively compact. In particular, if Ran(C) is relatively compact then T must be

oo.

Remark. The hypothesis that C is jointly continuous can be replaced with the

weaker assumption that C satisfies Carathéodory conditions (see [16,17]). Also, B

can easily be made time-dependent. For brevity we omit the details.

Proof of the theorem. First we show local existence; i.e., we prove that for each

x G X and a s= 0 there exists a solution of u'(t) = (A + B)(u(t)) + C(t, u(t)) on

[a, a + t] with u(a) = x, for some t = r(a, x) > 0.

Let A'be the closed convex hull of {C(t, y): t E[a,a + \], y E X,\\x - y\\ < I}.

Then K is compact. Define 8 = ô(l, K U {x}) > 0 as in the lemma in §3. Let

t = min{ô, 1}. Define j([a, a + t], X) and ¡([a, a + t], K) as in §4.

The mapping

/h> «(-,/, a, x)

is continuous from j([a, a + t], K) into Q([a, a + t], X). By (3.1),

\\u(t, f, a, x) — x|| < 1
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for/ G f([a, a + t], K) and t E [a, a + t]; hence C(t, u(t, f, a, x)) E K. The map-

ping u i-> C(-,«(•)) is continuous from Q([a, a + t], X) into /([a, a + t], X). Hence

/h> C(•,«(•,/, a, x)) is a continuous self-mapping of the compact convex set

}([a, a + t], K). By the Schauder-Tychonoff Theorem [10,Theorem V.10.5], this

mapping has at least one fixed point f0. Then u(-, f0, a, x) is the required solution.

This completes the proof of local existence.

Now fix some particular x0 G X, and let u'0(t) = (A + B)(u0(t)) + C(t, u0(t))

with initial value u0(0) = x0. By Zorn's Lemma, u0 can be extended to a maximal

interval [0,T). (See [13, Lemma VI. 1.2] for a similar argument.)

Suppose that T < oo but L, = {C(t, u0(t)): 0 < t < T] is relatively compact. We

shall obtain a contradiction.

Indeed, let L be the closed convex hull of Lx; then L is compact and convex. By

the corollary at the end of §4, M = [u(t, f, 0, x0): 0 < t < T, / G /([0, T], L)} is

compact. Note that M contains the range of u0.

For any e > 0, define 8 = ó/e, L U M) > 0 as in the lemma of §3. By (3.1),

II u0(t) — u0(t')\\ < e whenever max{0, T — 8} < / =s t' < T. Hence u0(t) converges

to some limit as / î T; denote the limit by u0(T). Take limits in (2.2) or (2.8); it

follows that u0 is an integral solution of u'0(t) = (A + B)(u0(t)) + C(t, u0(t)) on

the closed interval [0, T].

Use the local existence result to obtain a solution on [T, T + t] for some t > 0.

Combine the solutions on [0, T] and [T, T + t] to obtain a solution on [0, T + t].

This contradicts the maximality of T.

Thus T< oo implies L, is not relatively compact. Then {u(t): 0 < t < T] is

unbounded, since C is compact. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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